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From a, b , c and d choose the correct word that best completes the 

following sentences:   

1. Kuwait has earned a reputation as a state where the government act…………towards 

the poor. 

a) compassionately b) unfortunately c) ultimately d) nervously 

2. Drug dealers, in almost all countries, face death……………..if they are convicted. 

a) property b) penalty c) famine d) diversity 

3. Such a marvelous piece of jewelry must be the work of a…….………….craftsman. 

a) charitable b) strenuous c) meticulous d) frigid 

4. We need to ……………….our fuel consumption by having fewer cars on the road. . 

a) cut down on b) get rid of c) keep up with  d) come up against 

5. If farmers continue to……………….their land, the soil will become unproductive.                                                                                                               

a) curtail b) claim c) overcultivate d) reside 

6. Rich countries should find other ways to…………food to the starving people in Africa.  

a) concur b) seek c) enforce  d) donate 

7. I enjoyed my stay with my family in AL-Khairan……………..for a whole week during 

the vacation.. 

a) offence b) resort c) supporter d) commitment 

8. Floods are always………….. . You can’t predict the damage they may cause to people 

and property. 

a) treacherous b) minor c) apparent 

 

d) tolerant 

 

9. My brother’s project received a lot of criticism but he carried on…………………….. 

a) prohibitively  b) permanently  c) regardless d) increasingly 

10. Children and teenagers can be badly affected by the scenes of…………………… 

a) violence b) boom c) proportion d) bench 



 

 

11. Agriculture depends on rich……………..and good climate to produce excellent crops 

a) discrimination b) consultation c) soil d) stem 

12. Some charity organizations work hard to………….the suffering of distressed people. 

a) value b) hibernate c) graze d) alleviate 

13. The player went through a long and………….training program to win the competition. 

a) civil b) arduous c) arid d) frigid 

14. The world is concerned about the children’s………………….in the refugee camps. 

a) jury b) criticism c) wetland d) welfare 

15. Traffic problems in Kuwait will…………………. widening the main roads.        

a) misbehave b) reclaim c) necessitate d) erode 

16. People are suffering in many parts of the world because of the …….……… of food. 

a) scarcity  b) adoption c) incinerator d) appeal 

17. This website may………………useful information about COVID 19 safety measures. 

a) govern b) afford c) avert d) graduate  

18. Many online…………..were launched to warn people of the overuse of social media. 

a) notes  b) components c) campaigns d) attributes 

19. Water is ..…………….to life on Earth. Without water, there would be no life . 

a) reticent b) humanitarian c) brief d) intrinsic  

20. The new……………at the factory helped the business double its profits. 

a) constituent b) machinery c)value   d) compost 

21. ………students should be encouraged to speak in public to overcome their shyness.  

a) Timid b) Petty c) Constant d) Prevailing 

22. Bill Gates donated some of his………………..to the poor around the world.  

a) case  b) soil c) incinerator d) wealth 

23. Scientists advise us to…………..energy resources wisely to keep supply for a longer.  

a) govern b) utilise c) compost d) avert 

24. Streetcar racing is totally…………………It puts innocent road users in real danger  

a) heartening b) unwarranted c) burgeoning  d) unsanctioned 

  



 

 

Fill in the spaces with the suitable words from the list below: 

  ( encroach/ unfortunately / inevitable  / reprocess / residential area /  innocent /  

                     in favour of) 

1. It’s definitely good for the environment to…………….our waste instead of burning it.  

2. The careless driver was sent to jail for over speeding in a\ an…………….and knocking 

off a little child.  

3. ……………………, some laws and regulations concerning the environment are still 

ignored and neglected. 

4. The majority of parliament voted…………… the prohibition of smoking in public areas. 

5. Falling in debts is the…..……..consequence of some people’s extravagant way of living. 

6. I think that my job is starting to…..…….on my family life. I usually have to work in the 

evening. 

Fill in the spaces with the suitable words from the list below: 

      (  deteriorate  / prohibitively   / vital  / red tape  / consensus/ legal   / frail )  

1. The kidney plays a………………..role in the removal of toxins from the blood. 

2. There are organisations that offer free………………..advice to the clients. 

3. Since my sister stopped her piano lessons, her playing skill has started to……………… 

4. Some people can’t afford new homes because they are…………………expensive.  

5. People hate any procedures involving bureaucracy and its …………………. 

6. Could we reach to a…..………………on this matter? Let's take a vote. 
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